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Abstract
This paper aims at comparing the Bayesian Information Criterion
and the Variational Bayesian approach for scoring unknown multi-
ple speaker clustering. Variational Bayesian learning is a very effec-
tive method that allows parameter learning and model selection at
the same time. The application we consider here consists in finding
the optimal clustering in a conversation where the speaker number
is not a priori known. Experiments are run on synthetic data and on
the evaluation data set NIST-1996 HUB-4. VB learning achieves
higher score in terms of average cluster purity and average speaker
purity compared to ML/BIC.

1. Introduction
A main task in speech recognition systems consists in clustering
speakers. Many techniques have been developed for this purpose:
most popular approaches include vector quantization [11], Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) [2] and Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) [3].
Anyway in many problems, exact speaker number is not a priori
known. We will refer to this case as unsupervised learning and it is
the issue we consider in this paper.

The most famous method for determining the optimal speaker
number consists in using a model selection criterion in order to
score the model. Generally the Bayesian Information Criterion is
used to penalize too complex systems.

We consider here a relatively new approach to learning and
model selection generally referred as Variational Bayesian (VB)
learning or ensemble learning. Models like GMM and HMM can be
learned using the VB framework (see [4],[10]). Even if VB learning
is an approximated method, it has already been successfully applied
in speech recognition problems for state clustering [5], dimension
reduction [6], and GMM estimation [7]. The main interest of this
technique consists in the possibility of doing model selection and
parameter learning at the same time.

In [15] we introduced Variational Bayesian learning to unsuper-
vised speaker clustering. We exploited VB capacity of self-pruning
extra freedom degree that are not used, converging to a model with
a smaller number of parameters than the initial model. In this paper
we extend the work previously proposed using VB Free Energy (see
section 3) for scoring different models and we compare results with
those obtained using the BIC criterion.

2. HMM for speaker clustering
A popular approach for automatic speaker clustering uses Ergodic
Hidden Markov Models. This method introduced in [1] consider a
fully connected HMM in which each state represents a speaker and
the state emission probability is the emission probability for each
speaker. In order to obtain a non-spare solution, we use a duration
constraint of 100 consecutive frames as proposed in [3] and [2] in
order to model each speaker in a robust way.

Let us designate ����� the transition probability from state � to
state � . We make here the assumption that the probability of tran-
sition to state � is the same regardless the initial state i.e. � ���	�

� ��
��� ����� 
 , where � ��� ����������� with � the total number of states;
in other words, under this assumption we can model the ergodic
HMM as a simple mixture model. Let us designate � ����������������� �
a sequence of ! blocks of " consecutive frames � �$#��%��������������#�&'�
where " is the duration constraint. It is then possible to write the
log-likelihood :
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where � represent the number of state (that represent a speaker), U
gaussian component model each speaker, and V�W=X � ��Y-X � ��Z=X ��[ repre-
sent mixture model parameters (weights, means and gaussians) (for
details about this model see [15]).

3. Variational Bayesian Learning
In this section we describe the Variational Bayesian framework that
we use in our system. Let us consider a data set \ � V^]_������������]a` [
and a model b , learning algorithms aims at finding optimal model
parameters c that optimize some kind of criterion.

Let us consider the so called marginal likelihood defined as:

dfe \hg bji �lknm c dfe cog bji dfe \hg cp��bji (2)

where d-e c;g bqi is parameter probability given the model anddfe \hg cp��bqi is data likelihood given model and parameters. A sim-
ple way to approximate integral in (2) is using a point estimation
for parameters c that gives classical Maximum Likelihood (ML) and
Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) solutions:

c^rts �vu �Kwpb uyx4z d-e \tg c_�+bqi (3)c r|{f} �lu �Kwpb uyx z_dfe c;g bqi d-e \tg c_�+bqi (4)

In other words ML and MAP do not consider the parameter density
on all possible parameter domain (like in integral) but just in single
point. dfe cog bji can be approximated with dfe c;g b~�+\�i i.e. parameter
distribution given observations and model. Expression (2) can be
computed in an exact way using numerical methods (e.g. Monte-
Carlo methods) but when parameter space is huge, the task can be
computationally prohibitive. Variational Bayesian learning consists
in approximating (2) with a lower bound that makes inference pos-
sible using an Expectation-Maximization-like (EM) algorithm.

Let us introduce an approximated parameter density (the vari-
ational posterior) � e cog \�i and let us consider the log marginal-
likelihood �L��wj� m c dfe cog bji dfe \hg cp��bqi . Considering Jensen in-
equality it is possible to write:

�L��w dfe \hg bqi � �L��w k m ca� e cog \�i dfe cog bji dfe \���c;g bqi� e c;g \�i� k�m c^� e cog \�i��L�Iw dfe \'��c;g bqi� e c;g \�i ��� e cyi (5)



� e cyi is called Free Energy and it is a strict lower bound on the
log marginal-likelihood. Variational Bayesian learning aims at op-
timizing � e cyi w.r.t. variational posterior distribution � e � g \�i . It is
possible to rewrite expression (5) as:� e cyi ��k�m c'� e c;g \�i��L��w dfe \hg cp��bqi�� " e � e c;g \�i�g�g d-e c_��bji�i (6)

Second term in expression (6) represent the KL divergence between
variational posterior distributions and parameter prior distributions;
it acts as a penalty term that becomes huger for more complex mod-
els. In this sense the free energy can be used as a model selection
criterion (see section 3.2).

If the variational posterior distribution is constrained to be a
delta distribution i.e. � e c;g \$i ��� e c�� c 
 i , the free energy reduces
to the MAP estimator:

b uyx���� z
	 � e cyi � b uyx z�
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 i dfe c 
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where the term � � e c i��L��w � e cyi m c has been dropped because it is
constant. Actually in VB learning, integration is not done w.r.t true
posterior distributions but w.r.t approximated variational posterior
distributions. The difference between VB and MAP affect of course
the way they can be applied ; in MAP a careful estimation for prior
distributions must be done because MAP learning will somehow
“adapt” prior distributions using current data. In VB framework
prior are usually chosen as non-informative as possible because dur-
ing the learning they are integrated out on all the current domain.
For this reason VB should be less sensitive than MAP to prior dis-
tributions.

3.1. Variational Bayesian learning with hidden variables

Variational Bayesian learning can be extended to the incomplete
data case. In many machine learning problems, algorithms must
take care of hidden variables � as well as of parameters c (see
[4]). In the hidden variable case, the variational posterior becomes� e � ��cog \�i and a further simplification is assumed considering it
factorizes as � e � ��cog \�i � � e � g \$i�� e c;g \�i . Then the free energy to
maximize is:
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where /l�10�2 means average w.r.t. 3 . Note that � is always under-
stood to be conditioned on \ and b . It can be shown (see [4]) that
when 46587 the penalty term reduce to e g c:9yg ;=<ai��1��w>4 wherec 9 is the number of parameters i.e. the free energy becomes the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). To find the optimum � e c i
and � e � i an EM-like algorithm is proposed in [4] based on the fol-
lowing steps: � e � i@?BADCFE.GIHDJ ��KML N�O P 	RQ * (9)� e cyi@?SA CFE.GIHTJ ��KML N�O zI	RQ ' dfe c i (10)

By iteratively applying eq.(9) and eq.(10) it is possible to estimate
variational posteriors for parameters and hidden variables. If d-e cyi
belongs to a conjugate family, posterior distribution � e cyi will have
the same form as dfe c i .

An interesting property of VB learning is that extra degrees of
freedom are not used i.e. the model prunes itself. There are two
possible opinions about the correctness of model self pruning: on
the one hand it is not satisfactory because prediction will not take

into account uncertainty that models with extra parameters can pro-
vide (see [8]), on the other hand it can be used to find the optimal
model while learning the model itself, initializing it with a lot of pa-
rameters and letting the model prune parameters that are not used.

Let us consider now model in expression (1) and let us define
following probability distributions over parameters:,/. @ ? 2;3 -,U�V .�WMX�Y�2�,/. H
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where "baR� e i , 4 e i , c e i are respectively Dirichlet, Normal,

Wishart distributions and V=dFe 9 �fd1g 9 �
h 9 �Ii 9 �kj 9 �fl 9 [ are hyperpa-
rameters.

3.2. Model selection: VB versus BIC

An extremely interesting property of the Variational Bayesian learn-
ing is the possibility of doing model selection while training the
model. As it was outlined in the previous section, the free energy (6)
can be used as a model selection criterion because the KL distance
between parameter posterior distributions and parameter prior dis-
tributions acts as a penalty term similar to the BIC criterion penalty.
We will now consider a more rigorous framework for model selec-
tion.

Let us introduce the model posterior probability � e bqi on a
given model b . It can be shown (see [4]) that optimal � e bqi can
be written as:

� e bjim?BA x d V � e cp�I� ��bqi [_d-e bqi (11)

where d-e bqi is the model priors. In absence of any prior infor-
mation on model, dfe bji is uniform and optimal � e bji will simply
depend on the term � e cp�I� ��bqi i.e. since higher free energies will
result in higher � e bqi free energy can be used as model selection
criterion. An important advantage is that no threshold must be man-
ually set (as for example in the BIC criterion) but on the other hand
in real data problems prior distributions can affect final result. For
the model considered here, it is possible to obtain a closed form for
the free energy (6) (see [15] for details).

As previously outlined, another interesting point in using Vari-
ational Bayesian learning is the capacity of pruning extra freedom
degrees. It means that it is possible to initialize the system with a
high number of clusters and with a high number of gaussians per
speaker and let the system eliminate clusters and gaussians that are
not used. In gaussian based model the capacity of pruning extra
parameters is somehow regulated by the prior parameter on covari-
ance matrix l 9 that seems to be the more sensitive parameter w.r.t.
clustering result (see e.g. [6]). In other words, we observe that
large values of l 9 will result in smaller number of final clusters or
smaller number of final gaussians.

In [13] an important point is outlined: when different speak-
ers speak for a different amount of time, it is reasonable to model
them with different models. Authors propose to use a BIC criterion
to determine the best model between a GMM (that performs better
when a lot of training data are available) and a VQ (that performs
better when few training data are available). The use of Variational
Bayesian learning allows a somehow similar effect; if we initialize
speaker models with an initial high gaussian number, VB automat-
ically prunes together with the cluster number, the best gaussian
model at the same time, resulting in smaller models where few ob-
servations are available and in bigger models where more observa-
tions are available.

On the other hand the n u ]=Apoqa usrutMrwv �y�Ib usx aL� rwy �qa x A^�qa � r
consists of two well separated terms: the first one related to data
likelihood and the second one as penalty term. It was shown in



[14] that the following approximation is valid under regularity con-
ditions: (�)�*1�_."� # � 243q(�)�*1�_."� # � M ��2 + _ � (�)+* J (12)

where
�c is the Maximum Likelihood estimation for model param-

eters c , j is the free parameter number and 4 is the observation
number. In real data applications, penalty terms is generally multi-
plied by a threshold value d heuristically determined.

It is important to notice that in BIC there are two well separated
terms, while in the VB the “penalty term” is somehow trained to-
gether with the “likelihood term”. Now that VB details have been
introduced, it is possible to model (1) using the described frame-
work.

4. Experiments
In order to compare the VB model selection and the ML/BIC model
selection we run experiments on the evaluation data set NIST-1996
HUB-4 and on some simple synthetic conversation we generated
concatenating speech from the TIMIT database. All files are pro-
cessed in order to obtain 12 LPCC coefficients.

The training procedure uses the following algorithm: the sys-
tem is initialized with a huge speaker number U X�`aX�#LX�� E then op-
timal parameters are learned using both procedure (VB and ML).
Initial speaker number is then reduced progressively from U X�`aX�#LX�� E
to 1 and parameter learning is done for each new initial speaker
number. Optimal speaker number is estimated scoring the different
models with VB free energy (that was used as objective function in
the training step) and with BIC criterion. It is important to outline
that when U X�`aX�#LX�� E is big VB prunes to a smaller number of final
speaker. Details about estimation formula for the ML and VB learn-
ing applied to model (1) can be found in [15]. Results are provided
in terms of average cluster purity (acp) and average speaker purity
(asp) and

� �	� u�
 d� u o d (for details see [15]).

4.1. Synthetic conversation

To test our model in a simple framework we generated two artificial
conversation concatenating speech from the TIMIT database. In the
first conversation (File 1), we concatenated speech from 4 differ-
ent speakers speak for 10 seconds each. In the second conversation
(File 2) 7 speakers speak for a different amount of time resulting in
an asymmetric amount of data for each speaker. The system was
initialized with 15 speakers modeled with a 6 component GMM
each. Duration constraint is 100 frames (1 second). In this prelimi-
nary experiment we studied at the same time the dependency of VB
from prior distributions and more specifically from parameter l 9
and dependence of ML/BIC from the value of d .

Table 1 shows results on file 1 and file 2. Line (a) shows ML
results when the speaker number is a priori known, line (b) shows
the best score obtained by the ML system changing speaker number
from U X�`^X�#1X�� E � ��� . Line (c) shows results for ML system with
BIC selection. Lines (d),(e) and (f) are analogous to lines (a), (b)
and (c) but model learning and model selection is done using VB
learning.

On file 1, given the simple structure to learn, both algorithms
determine the correct speaker number with a

� � � for d �V � �I�������k< [ and �f9 � � �I������� ������� where l 9 � �f9 � t . On file 2 the
strong asymmetry between amount of data for each speaker makes
clustering more difficult. The ML/BIC system detects an optimal
speaker number of 4 for all d � V � �I�������k< [ with a

� �� � � � . On the
other hand, this time VB seems to be sensible to prior distribution;
the best result is achieved for � 9 � < ��� : 7 speakers and

� ��� � ��� .
In this case we can observe that the VB selected solution is near to

best VB result contrarily to the ML/BIC solution. It is important
to notice that the VB framework is very robust to non-informative
prior distributions under ideal conditions (i.e. gaussian distribution
of data ) but in real life applications we tested where this hypothesis
is not met, prior choice can heavily affect the final result.

4.2. NIST data set

Analogous experiments were run on the evaluation data set NIST-
1996 HUB-4. It consists in 4 files of half an hour each in which
speech and non-speech events occur together (music, noise, etc.).
Furthermore in some file there is a big difference in amount of
speech provided by each speaker that makes the unsupervised learn-
ing very difficult. The system is initialized with U X�`aX�#LX�� E �����
speakers modeled by a 15 components GMM. Results are shown
in table 2 with the same meaning for lines (a)-(f). First of all, VB
baseline and best results (lines d-e) are higher than the ML/BIC
results (lines a-b) on the first three files while they are almost sim-
ilar on the last one. It is very important to notice that on the first
three files the VB selected model corresponds to the best model;
this shows the fact that the VB bound is a very effective metrics
for performing model selection. Figures 1 and 2 shows respectively
optimal speaker number and optimal K value selected by BIC crite-
rion w.r.t. the BIC threshold d . Results in 2 refers to values selected
using d � < : for this threshold value BIC selected model is near
to the best ML model (even if its K score is lower compared to the
VB score). In File 1 inferred speaker number is far away from the
real speaker number probably because of the fact that a big part
of the file is non-speech events that are clustered in many differ-
ent clusters: anyway final

�
is high. In File 2 and File 3 inferred

speaker number is near to real speaker number (File 2 contains very
few non-speech parts). Finally in File 4 BIC infers the right cluster
number while VB does not: anyway final K score is the same for
BIC and ML. As we outlined in section 3.2, VB should infer the
best gaussian component number per cluster together with the best
speaker number. Figure 3 plots on a double Y axis graph final gaus-
sian components (left Y axis) and observation number assigned to
a cluster (right Y axis). It is easy to notice that small data amount
assigned to a cluster results in a smaller number of final gaussian
components; on the other hand a huge amount to data results in a
model that keep all gaussian components (15 in our case).
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Figure 1: K values inferred by BIC criterion w.r.t d

5. Conclusion
In this paper we compared Variational Bayesian learning vs.
ML/BIC for scoring unknown speaker clustering. Results on ar-
tificial conversation and the NIST 1996 HUB-4 evaluation test out-
lined that VB can outperform ML/BIC. VB has many advantages;
first of all together with the optimal speaker number, it can infer the



File File 1 File 24 � acp asp K 4 � acp asp K
(a) ML 4 1 1 1 7 0.73 0.74 0.73

(b) Best ML 4 1 1 1 9 0.90 0.87 0.88
(c) BIC-ML 4 1 1 1 4 0.65 1 0.81

(d) VB (known) 4 1 1 1 7 0.83 0.95 0.89
(e) VB (best) 4 1 1 1 7 0.87 0.91 0.89

(f) VB (selected) 4 1 1 1 7 0.83 0.95 0.89

Table 1: Results on artificial conversation generated with the TIMIT database data

File File 1 File 2 File 3 File 44 � acp asp K 4 � acp asp K 4 � acp asp K 4 � acp asp K
(a) ML (known) 8 0.60 0.84 0.71 14 0.76 0.67 0.72 16 0.75 0.74 0.75 21 0.72 0.65 0.68

(b) ML (best) 10 0.80 0.86 0.83 9 0.72 0.77 0.74 15 0.77 0.83 0.80 12 0.63 0.80 0.71
(c) ML (selected) 13 0.80 0.86 0.83 16 0.84 0.63 0.73 15 0.77 0.83 0.80 21 0.76 0.60 0.68
(d) VB (known) 8 0.70 0.91 0.80 14 0.75 0.82 0.78 16 0.68 0.86 0.76 21 0.60 0.80 0.69

(e) VB (best) 12 0.85 0.89 0.87 14 0.84 0.81 0.82 14 0.75 0.90 0.82 13 0.63 0.80 0.71
(f) VB (selected) 15 0.85 0.89 0.87 14 0.84 0.81 0.82 14 0.75 0.90 0.82 13 0.64 0.72 0.68

Table 2: Results on NIST 1996 HUB-4 evaluation test for speaker clustering
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Figure 2: Speaker number inferred by BIC criterion w.r.t. d

optimal gaussian component number thanks to its property of prun-
ing out extra freedom degree. In this way overfitting problems that
may occur using ML learning are avoided. Then “penalty term” for
final model decision is trained together with the model without any
need for a hand set threshold. On the other hand VB learning on
real data shows a certain sensibility to prior that should be set as
non-informative as possible. If data are actually distributed follow-
ing a gaussian distribution, clustering is very robust to priors; if this
hypothesis is not met, final result may be very sensitive to priors
value.
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